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The expert baker and bestselling author behind the Magnolia Network original
series Zoë Bakes explores her favorite dessert—cakes!—with more than 85 recipes
to create flavorful and beautiful layers, loafs, Bundts, and more. NAMED ONE OF
THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY TIME OUT • “Zoë’s relentless
curiosity has made her an artist in the truest sense of the word.”—Joanna Gaines,
co-founder of Magnolia Cake is the ultimate symbol of celebration, used to mark
birthdays, weddings, or even just a Tuesday night. In Zoë Bakes Cakes,
bestselling author and expert baker Zoë François demystifies the craft of cakes
through more than eighty-five simple and straightforward recipes. Discover treats
such as Coconut–Candy Bar Cake, Apple Cake with Honey-Bourbon Glaze, and
decadent Chocolate Devil’s Food Cake. With step-by-step photo guides that
break down baking fundamentals—like creaming butter and sugar—and Zoë’s
expert knowledge to guide you, anyone can make these delightful creations.
Featuring everything from Bundt cakes and loaves to a beautifully layered
wedding confection, Zoë shows you how to celebrate any occasion, big or small,
with delicious homemade cake.
This is the perfect Finnish Cookbook for you if you have ever wanted to make
Finnish. Inside this book you are going to discover a few Finnish that you can
make. You will learn to make Finnish Recipes, what are you waiting for? Grab a
copy of this book and start cooking Finnish today!
60 mouthwatering recipes made from the World famous spread.
Did you know there was an uproar in France in 2018 because consumers were
fighting over a sale price on Nutella? That must mean it's GOOD. There is
something unbelievable about the lure of Nutella to fans of the hazelnut spread.
What's IN those jars that have people so hooked on Nutella? This Chocolate and
Nut confection is used in kitchens around the globe, for all kinds of desserts. You
can even find it in some restaurants. This cookbook will show you all kinds of
desserts you can make with Nutella spread and many other ingredients that
enhance its taste and texture. Nutella is delicious, and some would say rather
addictive. It's made with sweetened cocoa and hazelnuts. The Italian company
that makes it is among the largest chocolate producers worldwide. They know a
thing or two about chocolate, and that means great taste in pies, cakes, and
cookies. Nutella was introduced during the Second World War because there
was a cocoa shortage in Italy. The manufacturer used hazelnuts to fill that void,
and a star was born. Today, people worldwide love Nutella. Read on and share
the fervor...
Nutella isn't a new product and was, in fact, first introduced in 1964. Despite
being on the market for many, many years, its recent popularity over the last few
years have soured. This could be due, at least in part, to the fact that the tasty
chocolate and hazelnut spread makes a wonderful ingredient in a wide array of
recipes. And "The Ultimate Nutella Cookbook - Delicious and Easy Nutella
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Recipes: Nutella Snack and Drink Recipes for Lovers of the Chocolate Hazelnut
Spread" proves just that! Inside this Nutella cookbook, you will find 25 delicious
recipes that take Nutella to a whole new level. You will find that each recipe has
been tested, on multiple occasions, to ensure its accuracy, includes the serving
size, which can be altered to fit your needs, gives you the complete time it takes
to prepare and cook the recipe, and is written in a simple step-by-step manner
that is easy to follow, which means that, no matter what your previous cooking or
baking experience, you can successful recreate each one of the Nutella recipes
in this book. Most people, however, think that Nutella is only good in dessert
recipes. While it is true that the addition of Nutella can turn a so-so dessert into a
powerhouse dish, it can also be used in various breakfast and meal recipes. The
Nutella snack and drink recipes found in this book range from breakfast meals to
beverages so you are sure to find one to fit any occasion. What this Nutella
cookbook sets out to do is take old and boring recipes and revitalize and
modernize them to the flavor trends that are currently setting the world on fire! So
what are you waiting for? Start reading "The Ultimate Nutella Cookbook Delicious and Easy Nutella Recipes: Nutella Snack and Drink Recipes for Lovers
of the Chocolate Hazelnut Spread" today and find out how to properly utilize that
jar of cocoa and hazelnut goodness!
** Over 50 Delicious & Best Selling Recipes ** * The Ultimate Nutella Guide! *
Nutella is one of the most desired delicious spreads and desserts gaining
popularity since its creation in the 1940s. We have collected 50 of the most
delicious and best selling recipes from around the world! Not just spread or
topping uses but actual recipes including Nutella. Nutella for breakfast, lunch,
dinner, and dessert. For any and every occasion. The list goes on and the
possibilities are endless. Enjoy! Take a peak at a few of the recipes inside!
Nutella Brownies Nutella Baklava Nutella Biscotti Nutella Eggnog Nutella Cookies
Nutella Hot Chocolate Enjoy delicious Nutella today! Scroll Up & Grab Your Copy
NOW!
Updated with a brand-new selection of desserts and treats, the fully illustrated
Sally's Baking Addiction cookbook offers more than 80 scrumptious recipes for
indulging your sweet tooth—featuring a chapter of healthier dessert options,
including some vegan and gluten-free recipes. It's no secret that Sally McKenney
loves to bake. Her popular blog, Sally's Baking Addiction, has become a trusted
source for fellow dessert lovers who are also eager to bake from scratch. Sally's
famous recipes include award-winning Salted Caramel Dark Chocolate Cookies,
No-Bake Peanut Butter Banana Pie, delectable Dark Chocolate Butterscotch
Cupcakes, and yummy Marshmallow Swirl S'mores Fudge. Find tried-and-true
sweet recipes for all kinds of delicious: Breads & Muffins Breakfasts Brownies &
Bars Cakes, Pies & Crisps Candy & Sweet Snacks Cookies Cupcakes Healthier
Choices With tons of simple, easy-to-follow recipes, you get all of the sweet with
none of the fuss! Hungry for more? Learn to create even more irresistible sweets
with Sally’s Candy Addiction and Sally’s Cookie Addiction.
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Use Your Fall Décor for more than Just Jack-O-Lanterns! These delicious
pumpkin treats will make your friends and family turn orange with envy. With over
seventy recipes for breakfast, lunch, dinner, appetizers, and desserts, this book
is stuffed with tasty and tempting treats you're sure to love. Book jacket.
Homemade Bread Recipes, A Simple and Easy Bread Machine Cookbook contains 137
easy to make bread machine recipes using common ingredients. This book is designed
to give you what you want – the recipes! No fluff, no repetitive information that you
already know, just the ingredients and quantities to make unique homemade bread in
your bread machine. Any unusual instructions are included with the recipe so the
results will come out just right. Try Bailey's Irish Cream Bread, Yorkshire Spice Bread
and Peanut Butter and Jelly Bread to amaze and delight your friends and family.
The NEW recipe book that readers are describing as "The Perfect Guide for the
Cuisinart Pure Indulgence." This expansive 243 page recipe book is a MUST HAVE for
any homemade ice cream machine owner. Think you know ice cream? Once you try
these ice cream, gelato, frozen yogurt, sorbet and dessert cocktail recipes, you'll realize
that you had NO IDEA how amazing these frozen desserts could be. The Cuisinart(R)
ICE-30BC is an incredibly versatile appliance. This quick & easy to use guide and
recipes book will show you how to make the most out of your ice cream maker. These
100 recipes offer great variety and reliability and are sure fire crowd pleasers. Here is
the summary of recipes you will learn how to prepare like a pro in this comprehensive
homemade ice cream book. These ice cream, gelato, frozen yogurt, and sorbet recipes
are FUN, EASY, and AMAZING. We've included most of the POPULAR recipes people
search for: IN THIS CUISINART(R) RECIPE BOOK, YOU WILL FIND: ICE CREAM
RECIPES - Chocolate Mousse, Chunky Chocolate Mint, Va-Va Voom Vanilla Ice
Cream, S'mores, Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough, and so much more. GELATO
RECIPES - Chocolate Cheesecake Gelato, Banana Cream, Salted Toffee, Marvelous
Mango, and on and on. FROZEN YOGURT RECIPES - Triple Chocolate Fudge
Brownie, Black Forest, Watermelon, Caramel Nut Crunch, Maple Cayenne
Lemonade...you just won't believe all of the incredible options! SORBET RECIPES Strawberry, Lemon, Mango Lime, Dark Chocolate, one amazing sorbet after the other.
ADULTS ONLY - Pina Colada, White Russian Gelato, "Old Fashioned" Vanilla
Whiskey, Irish Cream, Gin & Juice Yogurt, don't get TOO carried away but there simply
isn't a more enjoyable way to imbibe. Utilizing your Cuisinart like a pro will completely
change your Summer. You invested in it, get the most out of it. Don't let it just sit there
in your kitchen. Use it! Those who will try your frozen desserts that you prepare with
this book will beg you to open up your own store. You will NOT regret buying Jessica's
Complete Cuisinart(R) Homemade Frozen Yogurt, Sorbet, Gelato, Ice Cream Maker
Book!
A stunning instructional from beloved Los Angeles baker Margarita Manzke, who
teaches the key doughs, batters, recipes, and clever ways for creating wow-factor and
bakery-quality results at home. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY THE NEW YORK TIMES For all who aspire to master brioche, croissant,
pâte á choux, or even cookie dough and muffin and cake batter, Margarita Manzke,
super-star baker and co-owner of Los Angeles hotspot République, takes bakers
through her methods for perfecting texture and amplifying flavors, one inspiring
photograph and brilliant trick at a time. With chapters dedicated to teaching each dough
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or batter and 100 recipes that put the lessons to work, plus more than 125 helpful and
inspiring photographs, bakers will discover how to truly elevate their baking, whether
they're making Manzke's Instagram-perfect chocolate chip cookies or her Philippinesinflected Halo Halo Cake. Serious home bakers will revel in the game-elevating
techniques and irresistible recipe riffs found in Baking at République.
From award-winning chef and Food Network personality Scott Conant, a cookbook of
restaurant-quality Italian meals that you can make easily in your home kitchen Thirtyfive years into an illustrious career of restaurant openings across the country,
widespread acclaim, and frequent appearances on the Food Network’s Chopped and
many other shows, Scott Conant has returned home to create his most personal
cookbook yet. Meals cooked from simple, fresh ingredients were staples of Conant’s
childhood in a New England family with roots in Southern Italy. From his grandparents’
garden to the dinner table, he learned early on to appreciate the nuances of different
flavors and ingredients, and the strong connection between food and family. Focusing
on these foods Conant grew up with and the ones he makes for his loved ones today,
Peace, Love, and Pasta compiles simple, fresh, and flavorful Italian recipes for the
home cook to bring to their own family’s table. These recipes are built on the art of
cooking for love, fascination with flavors and ingredients, and the simple pleasures of
taste and conviviality.
Whether you’re after a late night treat, a sweet snack in front of the TV, or a super
speedy dinner party dessert that will still impress your guests, Nutella® Mug Cakes will
have you sorted. With over 30 recipes for delicious Nutella®-based desserts that
require minimal effort and time, all you need is a few minutes to spare and a serious
Nutella® craving! There’s no long list of fancy ingredients or cooking equipment, and
hardly any time at all to set aside to make a delectable dessert. Go Nutella®!
The highly anticipated cookbook from the immensely popular food blog Minimalist
Baker, featuring 101 all-new simple, vegan recipes that all require 10 ingredients or
less, 1 bowl or 1 pot, or 30 minutes or less to prepare Dana Shultz founded the
Minimalist Baker blog in 2012 to share her passion for simple cooking and quickly
gained a devoted worldwide following. Now, in this long-awaited debut cookbook, Dana
shares 101 vibrant, simple recipes that are entirely plant-based, mostly gluten-free, and
100% delicious. Packed with gorgeous photography, this practical but inspiring
cookbook includes: • Recipes that each require 10 ingredients or less, can be made in
one bowl, or require 30 minutes or less to prepare. • Delicious options for hearty
entrées, easy sides, nourishing breakfasts, and decadent desserts—all on the table in a
snap • Essential plant-based pantry and equipment tips • Easy-to-follow, step-by-step
recipes with standard and metric ingredient measurements Minimalist Baker’s
Everyday Cooking is a totally no-fuss approach to cooking for anyone who loves
delicious food that happens to be healthy too.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! Healthy, easy, and delicious recipes from the
Defined Dish blog--fully endorsed by Whole30 Alex Snodgrass of TheDefinedDish.com
is the third author in the popular Whole30 Endorsed series. With gluten-free, dairy-free,
and grain-free recipes that sound and look way too delicious to be healthy, this is a
cookbook people can turn to after completing a Whole30, when they’re looking to
reintroduce healthful ingredients like tortillas, yogurt, beans, and legumes. Recipes like
Chipotle Chicken Tostadas with Pineapple Salsa or Black Pepper Chicken are easy
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enough to prepare even after a busy day at work. There are no esoteric ingredients in
these recipes, but instead something to suit every taste, each dish clearly marked if it is
Whole30 compliant, paleo, gluten-free, dairy-free, and more. Alex includes delicious
variations, too, such as using lettuce wraps instead of taco shells, to ensure recipes can
work for almost any diet. And for anyone looking to stick to their Whole30 for longer, at
least sixty of the recipes are fully compliant.
"[This cookbook] collects trendsetting, quality recipes for home cooks, including such
dishes as crispy kimchi and cheddar omelette, clam pasta with chorizo and walnuts,
and cumin lamb chops with charred scallions and peanuts."-Look No Further for the Ultimate Guide to the Best Ever Brownies and Bars Ditch boxed
brownie mixes and other uninspired recipes in favor of Mike Johnson’s amazingly decadent
and rich homemade brownies and bars, from traditional brownies that will blow your mind to
ones featuring inventive flavor combinations. Mike also includes other must-try recipes, like
one-of-a-kind blondies, no-fuss cheesecake bars, fruity pie-inspired bars and so many more.
Each recipe in this unique collection is to die for, including: • Ultimate Fudge Brownies • Brown
Butter Chocolate Chunk Cookie Bars • S’mores Bars • Spiced Caramel Turtle Brownies •
Cinnamon Roll Blondies • Cookies ’n’ Cream Brownies • Chocolate-Covered Strawberry
Cheesecake Bites • Apple Crisp Bars • Peppermint Mocha Brownies • Espresso Carmelitas
With easy-to-follow instructions and tip and tricks to ensure the best results, Mike’s recipes
guarantee that bakers of all skill levels will be able to whip up a tasty, luxurious treat whenever
the mood strikes.
A Cookie Lover’s Dream Come True This is the ultimate cookie book full of all the flavors you
love! From New York City Giant Chocolate Chip Walnut Cookies to Nutella® Lava Cookies,
Erin Renouf Mylroie, author of 2-Ingredient Miracle Dough Cookbook, has ranked 101 of her
favorite cookies ever. With so many cookies to choose from—and some brownies and bars, for
good measure—you’re sure to have the perfect treat to share no matter who you’re baking for.
Erin compiled this impressive collection of cookies so that you can have the best flavors for
every season, holiday and party. Even better, most recipes can be made in a single bowl to cut
down on cleanup, and there are so many delicious choices! Welcome the return of autumn with
Dark Chocolate–Dipped Pumpkin Biscotti and Maple-Pecan Shortbread. Savor cozy winter
days with Peppermint Sugar Cookies or Hot Cocoa and Marshmallow Sno-Cap Cookies. Or nix
the cake and bake up a batch of Happy Birthday Cake Batter Cookies this year. With this
cookbook, you’ll have everything you need to make your celebrations effortlessly sweet.
The instant New York Times bestseller! Cupcake favorites and dessert classics from the pastry
chef and creator of Sprinkles Cupcakes and judge on Food Network's Cupcake Wars. When
Candace Nelson started Sprinkles, America's first cupcakes-only bakery, in 2005, people
thought she was crazy. "What else do you sell?" they'd ask. But Sprinkles sold out on opening
day . . . and hasn't slowed down since!Now, in her first cookbook, Candace opens up her
recipe vault to bring you 100 irresistible desserts she can't live without. You'll learn all the
secrets for making 50 beloved Sprinkles Cupcakes, from iconic red velvet to new flavors
created exclusively for the book, like crème brûlée.But Candace doesn't stop there. She shares
the recipes for her all-time favorite cakes, pies, quick breads, cookies, bars, and other treats,
plus delicious guest recipes from Sprinkles friends like Reese Witherspoon, Julia Roberts, and
Michael Strahan. THE SPRINKLES BAKING BOOK is filled with all-American classics that will
appeal to everyone in your family and on your dinner party guest list. So, don't hold back. Treat
yourself to this sweet cookbook and share in the fun!
Serve up comfort classic recipes for casual weekends with family and friends. Farmhouse
Weekends is the cookbook for anyone who daydreams of country life. Prepare meals and
experiences to enjoy in the easy companionship of family and friends—everything you need to
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create the perfect farmhouse weekend, no matter where you live, is found within these pages.
Each chapter provides recipes inspired by author Melissa Bahen’s weekend jaunts in the
country: apple cider donuts and white bean chili after a day of picking fresh apples in the fall;
buttery cobbler full of ripe, summer berries after a trip to the farmers’ market; hot, flaky biscuits
slathered with butter and homemade strawberry freezer jam to start out a spring day. You’ll
find brunch, dinner, and dessert recipes for spring, summer, autumn, and winter: 65 recipes to
entertain and enjoy good company all year round.
"Inspired by the flavors, ingredients, and flair of culinary and cultural hotspot Mexico City,
Gabriela Cámara's style of fresh-first, vegetable-forward, legume-loving, and seafood-centric
Mexican cooking is a siren call to home cooks who crave authentic, on-trend recipes they can
make with confidence and regularity. With 150 recipes for Basicos (basics), Desayunos
(breakfasts), Primeros (starters), Platos Fuertos (mains), and Postres (sweets), Mexican foodlovers will find all the dishes they want to cook--from Chilaquiles Verdes to Chiles Rellenos and
Flan de Cajeta--and will discover many sure-to-be favorites, such as her signature tuna
tostadas"-From nationally-lauded San Francisco chocolate maker, Dandelion Chocolate, comes the first
ever complete guide to making chocolate from scratch. From the simplest techniques and
technology—like hair dryers to rolling pins—to the science and mechanics of making chocolate
from bean to bar, Making Chocolate holds everything the founders and makers behind San
Francisco’s beloved chocolate factory have learned since the day they first cracked open a
cocoa bean. Best known for their single origin chocolate made with only two ingredients—cocoa
beans and cane sugar—Dandelion Chocolate shares all their tips and tricks to working with
cocoa beans from different regions around the world. There are kitchen hacks for making
chocolate at home, a deep look into the nuts, bolts, and ethics of sourcing beans and building
relationships with producers along the supply chain, and for ambitious makers, tips for scaling
up. Complete with 30 recipes from the chocolate factory's much-loved pastry kitchen, Making
Chocolate is a resource for hobbyists and more ambitious makers alike, as well as anyone
looking for maybe the very best chocolate chip cookie recipe in the world.
One of New York's favorite chefs and a judge on Food Network's Chopped shares his favorite
recipes, all of which use simple methods that produce amazing results and revisit such comfort
food classics as Spaghetti alla Carbonara and Ricotta fritters. 35,000 first printing.
From irresistible macaroons to tasty cheesecakes, discover new ways of using, cooking and
enjoying Nutella with 30 mouthwatering recipes. 30 delicious recipes in a Nutella-shaped book
for all the fans of the famous spread: - little individual sweets: from a revisited version of bread
with Nutella to Nutella and banana tartlettes - generous Nutella cakes to share: cake roll,
Twelfth Night cake or even a Nutella charlotte. - creamy, ‘must have’ recipes: mousse and
little cream - surprising recipes to impress both young and old: macaroons, caramelized
hazelnut stuffed truffles, little mango egg rolls
"The follow-up to the best-selling The Whole Smiths Good Food Cookbook with easy recipes
for weeknight cooking"-100 updated classic and all-new Jewish-style recipes from a bright new star in the food
community
Nutella has always been a go-to treat for every sweet tooth. Go beyond sticking to Nutella just
as a spread and explore many more ways to enjoy your favorite chocolatey goodness. Here
are 30 delectable Nutella recipes that can help you enjoy more flavors and more chocolatey
hints that can complete your days. They're easy to prepare and can easily be your go-to treats
for every occasion and for turning even the normal days into extraordinary. The prep time,
serving size, ingredients, and directions are laid out in an easy and straightforward layout and
the flavors are everything you need to diversify your sweet-loving palate. Check them out and
whip up more sweetness for your family and friends to enjoy.
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A landmark book from the test kitchen that has been teaching America how to cook for 20
years. We launched the America's Test Kitchen Cooking School two years ago to teach home
cooks how to cook the test kitchen way, and since then thousands of students have taken our
interactive video-based online courses. The America's Test Kitchen Cooking School Cookbook
shares the same goal as our online school and brings all our best practices—along with 600 alltime favorite recipes—into one place so that you can become a better, more confident cook.
There is no better way to learn than seeing an expert in action, so we've included over 2,500
color photos that bring you into the test kitchen so you can see how to prepare recipes step-bystep. The book starts off with an exhaustive 46-page Cooking Basics chapter that covers
everything from what equipment you need (and how to care for it) to test-kitchen tricks for how
to make food taste better. Then we move on to cover all the major cooking and baking
categories, from meat, poultry, and pasta to breads, cakes, and pies. Illustrated Core
Techniques, like how to whip egg whites, roast a chicken, or bake flawless pie dough, focus on
the building block recipes everyone should know. Recipe Tutorials that each feature 20-35
color photos then walk readers through recipes that are either more complicated or simply
benefit from the visual clues of step photography, like Extra-Crunchy Fried Chicken, Sticky
Buns with Pecans, and Deep-Dish Apple Pie. Every chapter ends with a library of the test
kitchen's all-time favorite recipes, such as Pan-Seared Steaks with Red Wine Pan Sauce,
Meatballs and Marinara, Best Vegetarian Chili, Memphis-Style Barbecued Ribs, and New YorkStyle Cheesecake—more than 600 in total—that will allow home cooks to expand their repertoire.
The America's Test Kitchen Cooking School Cookbook is a how-to-cook book that also
explains why recipes succeed or fail, which makes it the ideal book for anyone looking to cook
better.
"Once again, Ed Smith has done something really smart. Cooking the flavours we are craving
in any given moment, the resulting book feels so novel and fresh. Ed’s writing is thoughtful
and conversational; his recipes confident and delicious." — Yotam Ottolenghi 6 Flavour Profiles.
Over 100 recipes. Every craving covered. Why do we choose to cook the things we do, when
we do? Most of the time, it is simply so we can eat what we really fancy; a subconscious
response to a constantly fluctuating state of mind and appetite that’s influenced by mood,
season, weather, memory, occasion, outside events and internal feelings. Ed Smith helps his
readers home in on their cravings (whatever the reason for them) by organising his recipes
within six cleverly conceived flavour profiles: fresh and fragrant chilli and heat tart and sour
curried and spiced rich and savoury; and (best of all?) cheesy and creamy. There’s also a
directory of alternative cravings at the back, providing additional ways in. All bases are
covered, from snacks through sides, to main courses and puddings. Think of fermented and
fresh tomato salad with feta for when both sun and cook are already smiling; or lamb chops
with cacio e pepe white beans if in need of a re-set; the likes of 'nduja spatchcock chicken,
should a tickle of chilli be in order; or curried brisket noodles to meet spice needs. Whether we
want snap and crunch or velvet softness, sharp citrus or warming aromatics, or just something
involving bubbling, molten cheese, CRAVE presents a fresh take on seasonal cookery, but
goes beyond that too — acknowledging core instincts and base itches, and so delivering recipes
you’ll want to make every day of the week, whatever the weather or mood.
JAMES BEARD AWARD FINALIST • The New York Times bestselling collection of 130 easy,
flavor-forward recipes from beloved chef Yotam Ottolenghi. In Ottolenghi Simple, powerhouse
author and chef Yotam Ottolenghi presents 130 streamlined recipes packed with his signature
Middle Eastern–inspired flavors, all simple in at least (and often more than) one way: made in
30 minutes or less, with 10 or fewer ingredients, in a single pot, using pantry staples, or
prepared ahead of time for brilliantly, deliciously simple meals. Brunch gets a make-over with
Braised Eggs with Leeks and Za’atar; Cauliflower, Pomegranate, and Pistachio Salad
refreshes the side-dish rotation; Lamb and Feta Meatballs bring ease to the weeknight table;
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and every sweet tooth is sure to be satisfied by the spectacular Fig and Thyme Clafoutis. With
more than 130 photographs, this is elemental Ottolenghi for everyone.
Amazingly delicious recipes from the team behind Hearst's wildly popular Delish.com website
The Wall Street Journal Bestseller? USA TODAY Bestseller Experience the magic of the
Disney Parks right in your kitchen with these 100, easy and delicious recipes inspired by Walt
Disney World! Stroll right down the middle of Main Street USA, journey from Adventureland to
Infinity and Beyond at Pixar Pier, and explore every avenue in between to taste the flavors of
the Disney Parks…all without leaving your kitchen. With The Unofficial Disney Parks Cookbook
you can bring the magic of Disneyland and Walt Disney World snacks and treats right to your
home. Recreate favorites like the classic Dole Whip and Mickey Pretzels to new favorites like
blue milk from Star Wars land and Jack Jack’s Cookie Num Nums from Pixar Pier. These 100
recipes inspired by iconic yummies are perfect whether you are a forever Disney fan or just
love a good snack. Now you can feel as if you shared a snack with Mickey himself right from
the comfort of your own home!
THE NO.1 BESTSELLING BOOK - PACKED WITH QUICK AND EASY MEAT-FREE
VERSIONS OF OLD FAVOURITES AND INSPIRING ADVICE ON HOW TO BE HEALTHIER!
'These lovely boys always create incredibly tasty food' Jamie Oliver David and Stephen Flynn,
the twins behind the Happy Pear cafés and food business, know it can be challenging to juggle
everything and still feel inspired! And being busy dads themselves they also know the pressure
of getting delicious healthy meals on the table every day. So Recipes for Happiness is very
close to their hearts. And it does what it says on the cover: it is crammed with recipes to make
you happier, including: · ECONOMICAL EASY DINNERS - Thai golden curry, chickpea tikka
masala and one-pot creamy mushroom pasta · GORGEOUS HEARTY DISHES - Greek
summer stew, goulash and an ingenious hob lasagne · PLANT-BASED ALTERNATIVES TO
FAMILY FAVOURITES - Burgers, hotdogs, nuggets and even kebabs · IRRESISTIBLE
TREATS - Summer fruit bakewell tart, double choc brownie cake For nearly 15 years David
and Stephen's mantra has been Eat More Veg! They have seen fads come and go and they
know that what works - for themselves, their families and the thousands of people who eat the
Happy Pear way. Cook from Recipes for Happiness and you too will definitely be well on the
way to making your life healthier and happier! _______________ 'The poster boys for a
healthy way of life!' Sunday Times 'Healthy, vegan and all ready in under 30 minutes!' Veggie
'Proper good food . . . hearty, decent and delicious' Russell Brand 'Two of the most positive
people I have ever had the pleasure of spending time with . . . their story is one of inspiration'
Dr Rangan Chatterjee 'A healthy eating phenomenon' Mail on Sunday 'These twins are on a
roll' Time Out '[They] couldn't look healthier or happier . . . poster boys for vegetarianism' The
Times 'Crammed with great recipes to make you healthier and happier' Take a Break 'The
boys are helping to make the world a healthier, happier place . . . what's not to love?' Vegan
Food and Living 'Enjoy these indulgent-but-healthy dishes indoors or out - you won't even
notice it's raining' Vegan Living 'Substantial . . . just right for someone interested in exploring
the world of "plant-power"' The Vegetarian
Crunchy on the outside, soft & airy on the inside, who doesn't love waffles? And if you're
looking to make waffles at home but aren't sure where to begin, look no further than this recipe
book! Filled with the most delicious and mouth-watering waffle recipes, this book is perfect for
everyone and covers every flavour profile out there! From classic Buttermilk Waffles to
downright indulgent waffles like Nutella and Dark Chocolate, there's a waffle here for everyone!
From the popular blogger behind Simply Scratch comes a debut cookbook of easy and
accessible family recipes — the new bible for cooking with whole foods. For Laurie McNamara,
growing up on a farm in the country had major perks: her mother cooked with vegetables from
the family garden, they collected fresh eggs from the chicken coop, and absolutely
everything—from ketchup to casseroles—was made 100 percent from scratch, with whole foods.
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When McNamara moved away from home, though, she found herself too busy to prepare fromscratch meals, between working full time and raising two kids. Like most Americans, she relied
on boxed brownie mix, canned soup, bottled dressings, and frozen dinners to make home
cooking quicker and cheaper. But she soon learned that these so-called shortcuts were in fact
both more expensive and light-years less healthy than simply making everything herself.
Eventually, she’d had enough and vowed to remake her kitchen into a from-scratch kitchen.
Now, five years later, McNamara has helped hundreds of thousands of home cooks prepare
from-scratch meals with whole-food ingredients through her blog, Simply Scratch.
McNamara’s highly anticipated debut cookbook, Simply Scratch, brings her home-cooking
know-how to the nation, with 120 wholesome, tasty recipes along with stunning photography,
entertaining anecdotes, and personal musings. This book offers easy recipes for delectable
concoctions such as Buckwheat Pancakes, Veggie Pesto Pizza, Creamy Roasted Tomato
Soup, and Fudy Chocolate Toffee-Topped Brownies. Simply Scratch will be the must-have
bible to cooking beyond the box and can. Featuring a down-to-earth approach and family
recipes that use everyday ingredients, Simply Scratch proves cooking from scratch can be
affordable, simple, fun, and—of course—absolutely delicious.
115 recipes--wholesome new creations and celebrated favorites from the blog--from the
husband and wife team behind Two Peas & Their Pod TWO PEAS & THEIR POD celebrates a
family, friends, and community-oriented lifestyle that has huge and growing appeal. Maria the
genuine, fun, relaxed mom next door who's got the secret sauce: that special knack for
effortlessly creating tantalizing and wholesome (and budget-friendly) meals with ease. From a
Loaded Nacho Bar bash for 200 guests to quick-and-easy healthy weeknight dinners like neverfail favorites like One-Skillet Sausage Pasta or Asian Pork Lettuce Wraps (always followed by
a fab dessert!), Maria shares her best lifestyle tips and home cook smarts. An essential
resource for parents looking to update their healthy, inexpensive, time-saving, kid friendly meal
roster; aspiring home cooks who want to eat-in delicious food more than they eat out; as well
as anyone looking to share their love of food and the giving spirit with their neighbors, TWO
PEAS & THEIR POD will help readers bring home that (achievable!) slice of Americana, where
families come together to enjoy fresh and nutritious meals and there's always a batch of stillwarm cookies waiting on the counter.
Whether you need to get dinner on the table for your family tonight or are planning your next
get-together with friends, Half Baked Harvest Cookbook has your new favorite recipe. Tieghan
Gerard grew up in the Colorado mountains as one of seven children. When her dad took too
long to make dinner every night, she started doing the cooking--at age 15. Ever-determined to
reign in the chaos of her big family, Tieghan found her place in the kitchen. She had a knack
for creating unique dishes, which led her to launch her blog, Half Baked Harvest. Since then,
millions of people have fallen in love with her fresh take on comfort food, stunning
photography, and charming life in the mountains. While it might be a trek to get to Tieghan's
barn-turned-test kitchen, her creativity shines here: dress up that cheese board with a real
honey comb; decorate a standard salad with spicy, crispy sweet potato fries; serve stir fry over
forbidden black rice; give French Onion Soup an Irish kick with Guinness and soda bread;
bake a secret ingredient into your apple pie (hint: it's molasses). And a striking photograph
accompanies every recipe, making Half Baked Harvest Cookbook a feast your eyes, too.
What if you CAN eat all of your favorite desserts . . . and still be healthy and fit into your skinny
jeans? Meet Katie: a girl who eats chocolate every day and sometimes even has cake for
breakfast! When Katie's sugar habit went too far in college and left her lacking energy, she
knew something needed to change. So she began developing her own naturally sweet recipes
and posting them online. Soon, Katie's healthy dessert blog had become an Internet sensation,
with over six million monthly visitors. Now, in her first cookbook, Katie shares over 80 neverbefore-seen recipes, such as Chocolate Obsession Cake, Peanut Butter Pudding Pops, and
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Ultimate Unbaked Brownies, that use only real ingredients, without any unnecessary fats,
sugars, or empty calories. These desserts prove once and for all that health and happiness
can go hand-in-hand-you can have your dessert and eat it, too!
The story behind everyone’s favorite snack—Nutella. Nutella has its roots in a simple hazelnut
and chocolate paste sold as Pasta Gianduja by Pietro Ferrero at his bakery in Alba, the center
of Italy’s hazelnut-producing region in the Piedmont. While originally sold as a solid block,
Ferrero started offering a creamy version called Supercrema in 1951. In 1964, Ferrero’s son
Michele reformulated Supercrema and launched it throughout Europe as Nutella—a name easy
to understand and remember in the greatest number of languages. Nutella was an instant hit
and is one of the first Italian products to have spread across the world.On the occasion of its
fiftieth anniversary, Gigi Padovani, a Nutella expert and enthusiast, traces the history and
evolution of Nutella, including the rise of an almost cult following and its celebration in pop
culture, ranging from movies to literature. He then analyzes the key moments of the industry’s
strategies—innovation, internationalization, a good relationship with the consumers—which have
made Nutella a legend to this day. This is a lesson that excellence lasts.
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